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• Dear Mr Chairman, dear Vice Chairs, honourable members of the European Parliament, 

thank you for inviting me to join you today and to address the Subcommittee on Tax 
Matters of the European Parliament during this hearing on “What should the BEFIT 
proposal look like?”. I am grateful to have been invited to share my thoughts on this 
upcoming initiative, which is intended to create a single corporate tax rulebook for the 
EU, based on a common tax base and the formulaic allocation of profits between Member 
States.  
 

• At present, there is no common corporate tax system in the EU. Instead, businesses 
operating cross border have to deal with 27 different corporate income tax systems and 
different sets of rules to calculate their taxable profits in the EU. Therefore, one of the 
greatest potentials to be tapped in the single market lies in the area of CIT. The European 
Commission itself found that the lack of tax harmonization is one of the main barriers in 
the single market. From a business point of view, this includes in particular the absence 
of cross-border profit and loss relief, and the substantial amount of transfer pricing 
disputes businesses face every day. The removal of income tax obstacles in the single 
market would therefore be an essential measure that can enhance growth, competitiveness 
and cross-border trade and investment in the European economy. 
 

• However, for nearly over a decade, all previous initiatives of the European Commission 
to create a single corporate tax rulebook for the EU have been blocked in Council. 
Instead, one witnessed the adoption of several directives in the field of direct taxation 
which often have not been consistently implemented throughout the Union, thereby 
leading to misaligned tax bases in the EU and significant compliance costs for businesses. 
Therefore, the creation of a single corporate tax rulebook for the EU – as intended by 
BEFIT – would be a right step towards reducing tax barriers in the single market. 
 

• BEFIT is an important initiative: A corporate tax system in the EU that ensures a level 
playing field for businesses and removes income tax obstacles in the single market can 
support the essential role that European companies play in generating growth, creating 
jobs and thereby fostering prosperity for all citizens of the EU. 
 

• Under BEFIT, the Commission’s previous CCCTB (Common Consolidated Corporate 
Tax Base) proposal should be replaced with a single corporate tax rate and a formulary 
apportionment for allocating profit between EU Member States. However, the arm’s 
length principle would continue to apply to transactions with businesses of a group 
located outside the EU. For its initiative, the EU Commission is building on the 
agreement on the OECD Two Pillar reform consisting of a partial formulaic 
apportionment of profits under OECD Pillar One and common rules for calculating the 



tax base under OECD Pillar Two.  
 

• This leads me to my next point, which is about the timing of the upcoming BEFIT 
initiative. This very timing is in so far unfortunate as businesses in the EU will have to 
implement the OECD Two Pillar solution (at least P2)  in the next two years which 
creates uncertainty and administrative complexity. Once the global tax reform is 
implemented, however, BEFIT could pave the way for administrative simplifications and 
strengthen the European corporate tax framework. If BEFIT was to be optional, at least 
for the initial period of time, this would remediate these concerns significantly.  
 

• In this context, addressing material issues such as transfer pricing and cross-border relief 
as well as administrative simplifications such as the possibility of a single EU corporate 
tax return for a group, are of particular importance for businesses. BEFIT should 
therefore be introduced with sufficient time for member states and businesses to prepare 
for the new rules.  
 

• There are some key issues which should be addressed in the BEFIT initiative: 
 

o Against the background of the enormous complexity of the new regulations 
under OECD Pillar 1 and 2, it is of utmost importance to coordinate the BEFIT 
initiative with the ongoing work at OECD level to avoid potential frictions and 
additional complexity.  
 

o BEFIT should strive to harmonize the existing different corporate tax systems 
in the EU: It is important that the initiative comprises both the harmonization 
of the tax base and consolidation of profits and losses from the start. Only 
consolidation enables businesses operating cross-border to offset profits and 
losses generated in different EU Member States, thereby offering a substantial 
degree of simplification for businesses.   
 

o Only the formulaic apportionment of profits and losses in a legally watertight 
manner would represent a substantial simplification compared to the existing 
transfer pricing system and would make a lot of tax disputes obsolete.  
 

o From a business point of view, I would like to highlight the need for an 
optional character of BEFIT – i. e. it should not replace the national corporate 
tax systems. This should be the case at least for the initial period of time. An 
optional introduction would also allow for collecting experiences from the 
‘pilot phase’ and improving BEFIT further. 
 

o In order to safeguard Europe's competitiveness, BEFIT should also be flexible 
enough to be able to react to changes in tax law in important third countries in 
the future. 
 



o BEFIT should strive for an ambitious reduction of compliance costs for 
businesses, e. g. via following a one-stop-shop approach. Ideally, a group 
which falls into the scope of BEFIT should be in contact only with one tax 
administration as regards the tax declaration and the payment of tax.  
 

• Thank you again for inviting me today and I look forward to your questions and to the 
discussion. 
 

 


